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Abstract The development and maintenance of high-integrity software is very ex-
pensive, and a specialized development process is required due to its distinctive
characteristics. Namely, safety-critical systems usually execute over a distributed
embedded platform with few hardware resources which must provide real-time com-
munication and fault-tolerance. This work discusses the adequate communication
paradigms for high-integrity distributed applications with hard real-time require-
ments, and proposes a restricted middleware based on the current schedulability
theory which can be certified and capable to obtain the required predictability and
timeliness of this kind of systems.
1 Introduction
On-board embedded computers play a crucial role in spacecrafts, where they per-
form both platform control functions, such as guidance and navigation control or
telemetry and tele-command management, and payload specific functions, such as
instrument control and data acquisition. One distinctive characteristic of on-board
computer systems is that hardware resources are scarce, due to the need to use
radiation-hardware chips and limitations in weight and power consumption, and
these resources are distributed due to the physical distance between the instruments
and to replicate mission-critical components. Another key aspect of these systems
is the presence of high-integrity and hard real-time requirements, which raises the
need for a strict verification and validation (V&V) process both at the system and
software levels [1]. This new step in the development process is called certification.
It is a very expensive process which will shape the complete development tools and
methods of the system.
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It is worth noting that inside a high-integrity system not all the software has the
same criticality: while some applications have a direct implication in the safety of
the system, a fault in other parts of the code will result only in minor effects [2].
Therefore, not all the software is certified to the highest criticality level to save
costs. Ravenscar is a computational model designed for high-integrity, hard real-
time, embedded systems [3]. It is a profile that specifies the set of operations that
the real-time operating system (RTOS) has to provide, and also the set of forbidden
operations that would made the system unpredictable. On the one hand, Ravenscar
compliant real-time kernels have to provide less functionality than other RTOSs, and
therefore they are be smaller and easier to certify. On the other hand, applications
developed under the Ravenscar restrictions are suitable to temporal analysis.1
Due to the specific characteristics of this kind of systems a general purpose mid-
dleware cannot be used to develop high-integrity code. The objective of this paper is
to describe the design principles used in a safety-critical middleware for the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA), discussing the most adequate communication paradigms
and the requirements of a high-integrity middleware. In the end, the main goal is
to be able to analyze statically the schedulability of its hard real-time deadlines.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the contributions and re-
lated work, while Section 3 sets the computational model. Section 4 defines a set
of restrictions for building safety-critical distributed systems, including the imple-
mentation requirements and an analysis of the adequate communication paradigms.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions of this work.
2 Contributions and related work
This paper builds upon current advances in scheduling theory for distributed hard
real-time systems. Tindell and Clark [4] extended the response time analysis tech-
niques used for event-triggered single processors to distributed systems, introducing
the concept of holistic schedulability. Later, Palencia and Gonza´lez Harbour [5] im-
proved the technique to reduce the pessimism of transactions.
The main objective of this work was the development of a Ravenscar-compliant
middleware for next-generation space-crafts. Specifically, the main contributions of
this paper are:
1. Specification of the distribution requirements of the aero-space industry;
2. Modelization and response time analysis of the specific distributed system;
3. Restrictions needed for a safety-critical middleware, and adequate communica-
tion paradigms.
Some of the restrictions specific to the Ada programming language were published
previously by the authors [6], but this paper extends that work and make the require-
ments language independent.
1 Actually Ravenscar is a village in England, where experts from industry and academy in high-
integrity and hard real-time systems met to define the profile.
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Kopetz elaborated the Time-Triggered Architecture (TTA) [7] to provide hard
real-time communication for safety-critical distributed systems. However, a time-
triggered middleware presents similar scalability problems for development a main-
tenance than cyclic executives. In contrast, a Ravenscar-compliant middleware
supports time-triggered and event-triggered programming. Some past publications
about the specific topic of Ravenscar-compliant distributed systems exists [8], but
only discussing the research challenges.
3 Computational Model
3.1 Industrial requirements
The following list of requirements has been extracted from the needs expressed
by different companies from the aero-space industry. Namely, they represent the
middleware requirements found during the development of different projects for
the European Space Agency (ESA), including self-maintained long-term satellites,
mission-critical unmanned space vehicles, and satellite fleets:
• Predictability: End-to-end transfers in bounded time for messages with hard
real-time deadlines.
• Fault tolerance: Replication of network links and/or routers for resilience to
hardware failures.
• Diagnostic information: The application should be able to know the status of a
node and communication links.
• Multicast communication: One-to-many communication, even if the network
does not support broadcasting operations.
• Message segmentation: The partitioning of messages greater than the maximum
transfer unit should be done by the middleware.
• Message forwarding: Transparent communication between nodes not directly
connected.
Some of these requirements complicate the implementation of the middleware
and the static analysis of the whole system. However, it should be noticed that not
all these requirements are needed in every application nor in every criticality level.
In fact, the system integrator should be able to disable the unwanted functionality
at design time to ease the certification of the system and to reduce the performance
penalty. Therefore, the middleware must be tailorable at compilation time to be
adapted to specific application needs.
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3.2 Restrictions for the RTOS
As said above, the certification entailed by every safety-integrity system shapes its
development process, thus a strict set of restrictions is needed when developing
high-integrity software. These are the main restrictions dictated by the Ada 2005
Ravenscar Profile [9, § D.13.1] for the RTOS:
• A static number of threads and shared resources
• No thread termination (and no abortion)
• No dynamic memory at the kernel level
• Only a single thread can wait on a given condition variable
In addition, the threads are scheduling according to Fixed Priority Preemptive
Scheduling (FPPS), using the Immediate Ceiling Priority Protocol (ICPP) for shared
resources [10]. Thanks to these restrictions the implementation of the kernel is small
enough to be certified, while offering a sufficient set of services which allow the
schedulability analysis of the application. Another derived advantage for embedded
systems is that Ravenscar implementations require very low resources and have a
high performance. In addition, the ICPP assures that deadlocks cannot ever occur, a
highly desirable property specially for safety-critical systems.
4 A restricted middleware for High-Integrity Systems
4.1 Holistic schedulability analysis
Current mono-processor response-time analysis can evaluate a static number of pe-
riodic or sporadic tasks (i.e. threads), each having a worst-case execution time
(WCET), and synchronize by using a static number of shared resources. The
response-time analysis method has been also extended for distributed systems [4].
The holistic schedulability analysis assumes that each sender thread can send a fixed
set of messages, and no thread can receive more than one message. In addition, each
message must have a bounded size, and a fixed destination thread.
A transaction Γi, composed of a set of tasks τi, j with precedence relations, is
another important concept for the response time analysis of distributed systems.
The objective is to analyze the end-to-end response time of each transaction to asses
the schedulability of the system. And although each task of the system has a unique
priority, due to their precedence relations every task of a transaction (except the first
one) is activated by the preceding task of the transaction, even if the second one has
a higher priority. As a side note, the deadline of a task inside a transaction is usually
longer than its period because the transaction can start another activation even if the
last one is not still running.
For example (see figure 1), the transaction Γ1 is composed of task τ1,1 (which
runs over the node N1), message m1,1 (transmitted via the network A), and task τ1,2
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Fig. 1 Example of a distributed transaction.
(executing inside N2). The transaction has a period T1 (i.e. the number of times the
transaction is activated per second), and τ1,2 has the offset Φ1,2 since the start of
transaction. Thus the network can be modeled as a CPU (but messages cannot be
preempted), and each message is like a task, with a fixed priority, a period, and a
worst-case transmission time. The original holistic schedulability method had been
improved with more exact response time analysis [5]. Later, the system model was
extended with the analysis of multiple events [11], a message can activate more than
one task, or also a task can be activated by multiple messages.
Although the computational model can be seen as too restrictive, it is rich enough
to provide the common services needed in a safety-critical system. However, cur-
rent response time analysis techniques require a single activation point for each task
(either an event for sporadic tasks or a timer for periodic ones). But in some com-
munication paradigms including Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and Remote Method
Invocation (RMI), the client thread sends a message to the server, and blocks until
the other thread sends another message with the response (two activation points). A
general method should be developed to analyze more than one activation point.
4.2 Modelization of synchronous calls
In this paper, each thread is modeled by n+1 tasks inside a transaction, where n is
the number of activation points of the thread. As can be seen in figure 2, although
the transaction Γ2 is composed by two threads, it is modelled as three tasks:
1. the sender thread sends a query to the server, and then performs a blocking re-
ceive operation (task τ2,1).
2. the server thread processes the petition and then sends-back the response (task
τ2,2).
3. finally, the message wakes-up the client thread and reads the answer (task τ2,3).
Although a RPC or RMI can be modeled using this technique, the analysis is not
completely accurate because multiple activations of a transaction can be executing at
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Fig. 2 Model of a Remote Procedure Call.
the same time unlike an RPC (the client thread cannot start another activation until
the last one is complete). Blocking operations are required not only for RPC-like
operations, but also for message segmentation, and one-to-many communication in
a point-to-point topology or for networking technologies with no broadcast support.
It is worth noting that not all transactions are distributed. For example, using this
technique it is possible to model blocking system calls, like a read operation from
a file where the thread is blocked until the information is read from the hard disk.
However, all the tasks of the same thread share the same priority, thus the response
time analysis methods must be extended to cope with non-unique priorities.
4.3 Implementation requirements
Multiple design choices were studied when developing the middleware for this spe-
cific ESA project. It is desirable that a task invoking a remote operation does not
delegate the message generation (including data marshalling, message partitioning,
composition of message headers, and even message queueing) to another task to
avoid priority inversion. Priority inversion is a undesired effect typically found when
a task cannot execute until a lower-priority task exits from a shared resource. Total
priority inversion is in general not possible but it can (and must) be bounded. From
the point of view of the middleware, if the message generation is done by a specific
task of the communications stack then a high-priority task will be preempted by
this task even if the message is sent by another task with the lowest priority of the
node. Therefore, it is encouraged that the middleware code for message generation
is executed directly by the sender task, i.e. with its priority.
For the transfer of the message, there are typically two possible implementations:
1. middleware thread: the sender task puts its message into a buffer, which will be
sent by a sporadic thread of the middleware.
2. self service: the sender task calls the device driver directly.
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The advantage of the first implementation is that the sender task can be completely
asynchronous. In contrast, the self-service model should have to wait until the mes-
sage is completely transferred to know the status of the sent operation. In the other
hand, the self-service implementation has a lower priority inversion.
Therefore, if the remote operation is asynchronous, the call to the middleware
can be fully non-blocking. However, if the operation is synchronous (e.g. a RPC)
the call will be blocking, and in addition the middleware must set a timer to detect
a communication problem, e.g. the message was lost or the receiver node is not re-
sponding. Otherwise, the sender thread will be blocked forever. It is worth noting
that message acknowledgement and retransmissions are not usually done by soft-
ware in a safety-critical distributed system because guaranteed delivery is provided
by the hardware communication bus.
Communication networks also introduce some priority inversion: The network
is normally non-preemptable, so if a low-priority message is being transferred then
another message with a higher priority cannot be sent until that frame is completely
transmitted. For that reason, the maximum size of a message must be bounded.
Of course, in the first implementation, the middleware thread will sent the output-
messages by priority.
At the destination node, the receiver thread should then process each call with
the priority specified in the message. The above guideline about message genera-
tion is also applicable at the receiver side of the middleware: it is desirable that
the composition and unmarshalling of the message are performed directly by the
receiver task. It should be noticed that each partition can still have an independent
run-time system. No clock synchronization is needed because the communication is
message oriented [12, p. 1.27], but of course a mechanism to obtain a certain degree
of common time is desirable in a real-time system.
In summary the implementation must document the architecture of the middle-
ware, specifying if any step is delegated by another task in the caller or called
node. Also, the metrics of the maximum blocking time of the biggest critical sec-
tion should also be documented, otherwise a complete response time analysis of the
whole system would be not possible.
4.4 Restrictions for the middleware
In addition to the restrictions for the RTOS explained in section 3.2, another set of
constraints is needed for safety-critical middlewares. As said above, the schedulabil-
ity theory assumes a static computational model, where the number of connections
and messages does not change at all during the mission. That is, there is a static
number of nodes, where no dynamic connections are allowed, and where all the
nodes perform a coordinated initialization to start the application at the same time
(in a real-time system it is not acceptable to enqueue a request until the server node
is active).
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Nodes are not allowed to stop its execution, as enforced by the RTOS restriction
about no thread termination. And if the connections are not dynamic, there is a static
number of messages, and each one has a fixed origin and destination, as well as a
fixed priority. Finally, the computational model also assumes bounded size messages
to be able to compute the maximum transfer time. This does not mean that each
message has a fixed size but a maximum size limit.
Another implicit restriction is that no concurrent remote calls are allowed.
Therefore, while in a general-purpose middleware usually a thread pool serves all
requests—including calls to the same remote operation at the same time—in this
restricted middleware there is a unique thread per remote operation that receives
and processes each message. It is worth noting that an interesting property derived
from this restriction is that distributed deadlocks are not possible in this restricted
middleware, thus reducing the costs of the certification of the whole system [13].
In addition to the above restrictions which always must be enforced, there is also
another set of optional restrictions which is not deemed essential for all safety-
critical middlewares, but some kinds of distributed systems can benefit from it [6].
The key goal of these restrictions is to simplify the implementation of the middle-
ware, thus facilitating its certification, and to ease the response time analysis of
the system, reducing the main sources of pessimism and unpredictability. However,
some of this restrictions has no impact in the implementation of the middleware,
and even are difficult to detect violations statically.
The first optional restriction is to allow asynchronous calls only, i.e. to forbid
all blocking remote operations (like a remote procedure call). A related restriction
is “no segmentation”, so only messages up to the MTU are allowed. This avoids
a blocking send operation until all the parts of the message are sent. For the same
reasons, “no multicast” is also needed if the hardware does not support the broad-
casting of messages, however this restriction is always required to avoid the analysis
of multi-event systems.
Finally, it can be useful to enforce the no complex remote types rule, i.e. a param-
eter of a remote operation cannot be an unconstrained or recursive type (e.g. linked
list). With those types the exact size of the message cannot be computed until run-
time, including its maximum size. So thanks to this restriction the maximum size
of every message can be computed statically and thus the worst-case transfer time,
and in addition the middleware does not need to handle the serialization of complex
data [14].
4.5 Adequate Communication Paradigms
The communication paradigms supported in this Ravenscar-compliant middleware
includes message passing, remote procedure calls (RPC), and real-time publish/subscribe
(P/S). These paradigms can be implemented with little code, and they are supported
by current response time analysis techniques to asses the schedulability of the sys-
tem. But, due to its blocking nature, the RPC paradigm requires more code and
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timers than the the message passing or the P/S paradigm, and therefore it can be
more difficult to certify.
However, although the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) can also be analyzed
using similar techniques, in general it is difficult to ensure some restrictions in this
communication paradigm. For example, although the number of distributed objects
can be static, it is possible to send a remote reference to another node and therefore a
new connection would be created at run-time, clearly violating the restriction about
no dynamic connections. It is worth noting that OOP is not usually employed in
safety-critical software due to its highly dynamic nature.
The Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) paradigm also presents some problems
for safety-critical middlewares. The main advantage of DSM is that the programmer
does not have to write explicitly the data transfer because at run-time the middleware
transparently handles this, also easing the port of existing applications to distributed
platforms. But this transparency is difficult to modelize and thus to perform the
schedulability analysis of the application.
In summary, the message passing paradigm is well understood, and simple to
learn, codify and analyze, and therefore it is very adequate for the development
of high-integrity systems. The P/S paradigm, needed to fully meet the industrial
requirements because it allows multicast communications, is also adequate for a
safety-critical middleware because it can also be certified, although the response
time analysis of multi-event systems can be more difficult to perform. The RPC
paradigm can also successfully be used in a safety-critical middleware, although its
blocking nature makes harder the certification at the highest-criticality levels.
However, as said above the RMI and DSM paradigms are the less adequate of the
studied communication paradigms. Although shared memory can be used for inter-
partition communication inside a node (e.g. among different criticality levels), DSM
is not recommended for hard real-time communication in a safety-critical distributed
system.
5 Conclusions and future work
All safety-critical systems must be certified prior deployment, and thus adequate
development methods and tools must be used for this type of high-integrity soft-
ware (like the Ravenscar profile). This heavily affects the middleware, which usually
have to support hard real-time communication over a resource-constrained embed-
ded platform.
This paper has described the design of a Ravenscar-compliant safety-critical mid-
dleware with hard real-time deadlines for future projects of the European Space
Agency (ESA). After analysing the industrial requirements and the current schedu-
lability theory for distributed systems, a set of restrictions and implementation and
documentation requirements was proposed to allow certification of the middleware
and to perform the response time analysis of distributed applications.
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Finally, it was discussed the most adequate communication paradigms for this
kind of systems. Simple paradigms like message passing or publish/subscribe are
expressive-enough and can be implemented and analyzed more easily than remote
procedure calls, distributed shared objects, or distributed shared memory.
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